MANIFESTO

I, Satwik Murarka (190020101) contesting for the post of Web and LAN Secretary of Hostel-9 if selected, will give my best for the hostel and work with full commitment and responsibility. I propose to do the following:

INITIATIVES
- Will make instructional videos, in addition to those made by CC, regarding LAN configuration, debugging, complaints and make them available on the hostel website.
- Will create and publicize a Hostel-9 discord server to share announcements and host events on it.

GENERAL DUTIES
- Will redesign and optimize the website so that it runs smoothly, regularly update information on it like the mess menu, news and pictures of GCs and ensure complaints registered through it are properly addressed.
- Will ensure that the LAN complaints are addressed in the specified time frame and assist and monitor the vendor visit till the issue gets resolved.
- Will see to the maintenance of lights, fans, ACs of the study room and ensure they are switched off by coordinating with the security guards.
- Will ensure that the biometric system is updated with fingerprints of new students in the study room, gym room and pool room.
- Will attend the meetings by the SYSAD and cooperate with Institute SYSADS for smooth functioning of work.
- Will assist the SYSAD and the other council members to fulfill their initiatives.

DUTIES AS COUNCIL MEMBER
- Will actively participate in the council meetings and give my best to solve the issues.
- Will participate in institute activities like GC, PAF representing the hostel and encourage my wingmates for maximum participation.
- Will contribute to the management of hostel events like Nautanki, Tea Party, Gala Dinner.

CREDENTIALS
- Languages-HTML, CSS, JavaScript, C++, Python and doing a course on Django.
- Completed Design and DataAnalytics Bootcamp in Learners Space and did SOS Project on Neural Networks and Deep Learning.